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  THE SMS PARTNERS 

 

Werkcenter Scotland 

Werkcenter, although a young 
organisation, is already a very experienced 
EU project Coordinator and supervises the 
SMS KA2 YOUTH project 

www.fromworktowork.wordpress.com 

 

 

Dutch Foundation of Innovation Welfare 2 
Work 

The Dutch Foundation is a youth 
entrepreneur, youth employment and 
Social Media expert.  

www.dutchfoundationofinnovationwelfare
2work.com 

 

AEBL 

AEBL is a fairly new EU-partner at the SMS-
table and is approached by the Dutch 
Foundation and Werkcenter  - to 
participate in this project. As a young 
organization AEBL is already very active 
with young entrepreneurs in Seville and 
involved in the local and regional 
educational 'framework (filled with SMEs, 
youth service providers, schools, colleges 
& their entrepreneurial  culture). AEBL is a  
innovator and has worked in Seville on 
Projects of a similar nature in the past 
albeit not with the same international 
focus as this one. 
www.aeblaboral.wordpress.com 

 

Website: 
https://socialmediasavvy585754367.word
press.com 

Twitter: @SocialMediaSav3 

 

The second Transnational Partner Meeting (TPM) of the Social Media Savvy 
(SMS) Partnership was held in Spain. On the 3rd and 4th of January 2019 the 
new year was kicked off in Sunny Seville. Main topic during the TPM were 
the country reports on Social Media !  

According to Dr. Albert Mehrabian, a professor at University College of Los 
Angeles, showed us that  the impact of  messages are  55% visual (non-
verbal), 38% vocal and (tone of voice, rhythm, infection) and 7% verbal. 
Social Media Savvy      

About the Country Reports  
Social Media Savvy has done some research. Facebook is still the most used social 
media platform used in the world. Keep in mind that with all data disseminated in the 
country reports that Instagram and WhatsApp are owned by Facebook as well (source: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_mergers_and_acquisitions_by_Facebook). The 
facts and figures in the three SMS countries are that in the Netherlands WhatsApp 
(11,5) and Facebook (10,8) are on number 1 and 2 with the most users (in millions). In 
the UK, Facebook (32) is the number 1, and Twitter (20) the number 2, closely 
followed by YouTube (19,1) and LinkedIn (19). It seems that WhatsApp is not included 
as a social native application in the UK research, although it’s clear WhatsApp is not 
that much in use in the UK in relation to the Netherlands and Spain. In Spain there are 
only 25,5 million users (which seems low for such a big country). Also in Spain 
Facebook (87%) is topping the charts, followed by WhatsApp (also 87%), then 
YouTube(69%) and Instagram (49%). Three of four most used Spanish social media is 
thus owned by Facebook. So, even though Facebook, as a platform is loosing ground as 
regards to users, as a company they are only getting more users!   

 

The next Social Media Savvy Meeting will be held in the Netherlands in the second half 
of 2019. 
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